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Suspect Aircraft of September 11, 2001 

.. ~!!g!!! __ N!!!!!!?~~ g~_!!!~ -·- ··--· - -~-!?.!!!~ ·- ·- ______ ········--··- · ....... g~P'?.E!~~~.Y.- ... !-.?._~~~!! 
AAL2247 MCO-SHV OK ZFW MEM 
USA41 CLT-LAX OK ZME MEM 
UAL93 EWR-SFO Crashed-JST ZOB 
AALl 1 BOS-LAX Crashed-WTC 
UALl 75 BOS-LAX Crashed-WTC 
DAL1989 BOS-LAX OK 
AAL77 IAD-LAX Crashed-YRK 080010 
NWA197 LAN-MSP OK 
UAL641 OK 
UAL57 OK 
USA633 PHL- OK 

CLE 

SAW 
DTW 

DEN GCK 
PHL 



TO: 

.._ ___ _.lwas __ ()_n a United Airlines Flight 915 from Paris Charles de Gaulle airport td. 
Washington Dulles foaving .. aJ'1pproximately 1 :30 p.m. (Paris time) on 9/11/2001. · 

···--- --

Forty-five minutes before the aircraft wa~"due .. t-o.lapd in Washington, the pilot announced 
that the plane was being diverted to Halifax. He expiruned to.th~ _passengers that U.S. 
airspace was closed because of terrorist attacks. I lsaid: :~~e..di4. not detect any 
additional security procedures on the aircraft accompanying the announcemenL::::::::: ::: 

: :::::·: ·-

··············-·· ················· ··········· '. '.'. '. '.:::::;1\ 
...__ ___ .... HHes .. approxirnately--10 thnes"tfYeaftO"Eiiiop·e .. from .. ihe bruted States fqr.-· ·:::::):;:" 9I11 
business purposes. She indicated that she had never seen security at the airy..ort· a-s- : : ::·:::::::;;~:;; :,::" Personal 
rigorous as it was on the morning of 9/11 (prior to the attacks in t4.e.United S~t~s)::Arhe 
said that the authorities double and triple checked passpo.rts· · The atmosph~re"'\Ya{t~nse 
and the security people appeared to be on a higlJ,.Jevef'of alert.I ·. ls~!d, "They 
obviously knew something was going_ on/' "(Of course, this. took.place pri·O,r"to the 
attacks in the United States l;:J.ter that· day). · · · ...... · ..... .. .... ·: ... ...-

·· · .. ,• 

..._ ____ l·told'~~ that as the plane was .being ~.oa:fcl~d a 9lan·:~~~· taken away from 
the terminal area by guards. She heru,:-d·the in4ivi'dual scr~afu~rrg, but could not see what 
was going on. She was told by .. eye\vitne~se·s.that a ~a1{w,ru{being taken away by 
"authorities." I Htidicat~d·that she an9-rithe.d)assengers believed that the 
individual had ·been taken fro~..the"plane they.were.b6.arding, because it was the only 
plane readying for take-ofJ.in"the concourl)e·:,.. Sh.e ·C:annot confirm, however, that the 
individual was defin~~elf on the aircraf.t;"°" " 

I lsaid that her flig_9-tla~ded"i~· Halifax at around three in the afternoon. The 
passengers remained on bo!lrd unti\.-2. a.m. the following day at which time they were 
taken by bus to a military"base )\'here they spent the night before returning to 
Washington. " " 

..._ ___ __.l·s~id sh~ .. was not interviewed nor did she detect any screening of herself or 
other passengers a,fter the flights were grounded in Halifax . 

...._ ___ _....h.~ill call will provide the flight number to the commission. 

Privacy 
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Series ofEmergencyNetNews "Real-Time" Reports Concerning Multiple Plane Hijackings 
& Terrorist Attacks in New York City and Washington, DC: 11-17 Sep 2001 

(Part I of 2 - Original reports) 

09:00CDT - 17 Sep 2001 

ERRI SPECIAL TERRORISM REPORTS FOR MONDAY (#6) 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION/FBI/CIA/DOS ACTIVITIES 

By Steve Macko, ERRI Risk Analyst 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: 

Possible Suspect In Terror Attacks Handed Over By Canadian Authorities 

As thousands of federal agents continue the country's biggest-ever criminal investigation, four people 
are now being held as material witnesses - a term that means they are considered important enough to 
affect the outcome of the case. The FBI has about 4,000 agents tracking down 40,000 leads in the 
attacks, making the code-named PENTBOMB probe the largest investigation in US history. A further 25 
people were taken into custody on alleged immigration violations and were being questioned, and the 
FBI was seeking more than 100 others for questioning. 

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said on Sunday that a man detained at Toronto's airport after 
terrorist attacks on New York and Washington has been handed over to U.S. authorities. The 
unidentified male, held by Canadian immigration officials since his U.S.-bound flight was diverted to 
their country on Tuesday, was taken into U.S. custody Sunday after being escorted to the border. 

Canadian media reports said the suspect had been on a flight from Amsterdam, The Netherlands, to 
Detroit and was carrying Palestinian Authority travel documents and a picture of himself in a flight crew 
uniform against a fake backdrop of the World Trade Center. 

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY: 

US May Rescind Overseas Anti-Assassination Policy 

POTUS reportedly may lift the ban on US involvement in assassinations overseas as the US targets 
those behind the attacks on New York and Washington. The policy review comes as Pakistan is making 
a last-minute attempt to persuade the Taliban to hand over prime suspect U_s_a_Ill<L.b.in Lft.d~n. The US has 
threatened military action against Afghanistan if it does not comply. 

The President, who chaired a "council of war" with senior security advisors at Camp David over the 
weekend, is also hoping to get a number of security measures pushed through this week, including 
increased powers on detaining non-US citizens, phone tapping, tracing laundered money and tougher 
penalties for those assisting terrorists. 

Ending the assassination ban, which is in the form of an executive order, can be done by POTUS 
without consulting lawmakers. Officials have refused to discuss the controversial reversal of the ban, but 
US Secretary of State Colin Powell said "everything" - including former president Gerald Ford's 1976 

http://www.emergency.com/2001111sepO1-terrorl .htm 7/29/2003 



COMMISSION SENSITIVE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

Event: JFK International Airport field trip on the immigration inspection process pre-

9/11, events of9/11, and how DHS changes are affecting field operations. 

Type of event: Briefing and Site Visit 

Date: Monday, July 28, 2003 

Special Access Issues: none 

Prepared by: Janice Kephart-Roberts 

Team Number: 5, Border Security 

Location: JFK International Airport 

Participants - Non-Commission: 
Name Agency 

Dan Brown 

Camille Polimeni 

DHS point of contact 

DHS/CBP Interim Port Director 

Telephone No. 

···'· ······ ·· ·· · .... c.. . .... ·· ·· ·· ... . ··· ···· ·· . .. . • . .. . ... <<;9;11 
1 ......... ................. . DHS/CBPIMM ! Working-level 

._J-oh_n_M-ir_an_d_on_a_ INS Port PJ.rectorori«)/i"i;· · · · . Employee 
DHS/CBPfimmig . 

.------. •. ·" ... .......... ...... .. .. DHS/CBPIIl!}mig: ........ ..... . 

Greg Eddy _I?l:IS/cBPnmmig., Ass't Area 

------.1 / / / ... . / / ~:;c:P~~:~:::senger/ 
Analysis Unit _ .. ...-·· 

Susan Mitchell DHS/CBP/Direct9r .. Field Ops. 

Colleen C. Piccone DHS/CBP/Deputy Associate 
Chief_9-o'unsel, NY 

.. .IJHS/CBP/ Agriculture 

DHS/CBP/Customs/Rover 

TSA 

DHS/CBP/Customs 

DHS/CBP 

DHS/CBP 

TSA field agent, former TWA 



Participants - Commission: 

Commissioner John Lehman 9-11 Commission 212.634.1177 

Janice Kephart-Roberts 9-11 Commission 202.401.1705 

Tom Eldridge 9-11 Commission 202.401.1686 

Susan Ginsburg 9-11 Commission 202.401.1747 

M. Elizabeth Swope 9-11 Commission 202.401.1726 

John Tamm 9-11 Commission 202.331.4075 

Documents/ handouts received by Commission: 
Agenda mutually agreed upon for Commission meeting. 

Power point presentation handout, "Department of Homeland Security: Customs and 
Border Protection JFK International Airport". 

"Indicators ofTerrorfst travel'', U.S. Customs Service, Investigations Intelligence Unit, 
Terrorism Unit, CABINET. (Nov. 2001) OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 

2 

"Intelligence Report", Fiscal Year 2002 adverse action statistics taken by INS inspections 
at JFK. LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE. 

USDoJ INS Forms received from 2ndary inspection: 1-860 (Determination of 
Inadmissibility) I-862 (Notice to Appear) with I-831 (Continued allegations and Charges; 
I-863 (Notice of Referral to Immigration Judge); I-275 (Withdrawal of Application for 
Admission Consular Notification); ER-583 (Withdrawal of Application for Admission 
VWPP Refusal or Expedited Removal); 1-296 (Notice of Alien Ordered Removed/ 
Departure Verification); AADS (Adverse Action data Sheet). 

TEXT: 

General comments. Power point presentation began with Interim Port Director Camille 
Polimeni. Ms. Polimeni came from Customs headquarters two months ago, where had 
been doing cargo processing policy, to return to JFK and hopes to be confirmed as Port 
Director. Ms. Polimeni quickly turned the presentation over to staff who each discussed 
specific aspects of the presentation. The presentation focused on JFK organization for 
inspections (passenger, cargo, and agriculture) both pre and post 9/11. Facts and 
circumstances of 9/11 itself was discussed generally, but due to difficulty in recollecting 
specificity, and the large group setting, it was considered by the team better to follow-up 
at a later time. During our tour of terminal inspections, JKR was able to discuss in 



greater detail with a TSA field agent some of the events of 9/11 at JFK, including 
suspicious individuals on grounded flights on 9/11. Notes are included below. 

Events of 9111 at JFK 
Susan Mitchell, Director of Field Operations, JFK on 9/11 and now. In the WTC 6, 
Customs lost housing for 785 employees. JFK set up temporary shop for these 
employees, and within 45 minutes of the first plane hitting, Customs was back up and 
running. During this time, JFK also opened a Command and Control. (Mitchell then had 
to leave, but said she was available to talk to us subsequently if more details desired.) 
Others added in later that while the Command Center was operational (for about 1 month 
post-9/11) it included local police and all other agency personnel. Airport shut down for 
3 Yi days, with TWA staying out of the air for longer. 

Terminal passenger Enforcement Teams (TPETS) post 9/11 and ongoing. 
• 24/7 staffing at JFK Port Authority Command Center 
• Inspectors assigned to staff all JFK and LGA international and domestic screening 

points alongside border patrol, US Marshals Service, and National Guard. This 
happened for about one month to six weeks. 

• Inspectors were assigned to security at all entrances and egresses from FIS areas 
• Increased secondaries of passengers arriving from countries of interest (the 69 

terrorist affiliated) 
• Augmented issuance of personal radiations detectors to inspectors, with enough at 

all jetways and with rovers 
• Port coordination with Office of Border Security (OBS) which evolved into the 

National Targeting Center. Go to NTC anytime think terrorist at port; sometimes 
NTC notifies the port. 

• APIS Team ensure compliance with the APIS requirements. Advanced Passenger 
Information System (APIS) became mandatory. Requires carriers to furnish, via 
electronic. transmission, information about every person entering the US to screen 
for persons of interest. Prior to 9/11 program voluntary, post 9/11 mandatory. 

• Joint by-passes for terrorist lookouts, TIPOFF alerts, visa revocations. By-passes 
pick up passengers planeside and escort them to primary and secondary. 
Previously by-passes only used for narcotics, then post 9/11 terrorists, and now 
also visa revocations. 

• Assist port authority police in securing perimeter of the airport by conducting 
vehicle stops. Since Port authority lost 37 officers and radio power (b/c ran off of 
top ofWTC), TPETS are helping secure perimeter, add'lly b/c TPETS more 
familiar with legitimate fed ids than the port authority. 

John Mirandona, INS Port Director on 9/11. Received initial info on 9/11 from TV. 
FAA grounded the planes and directives as to what to do at airport came from 
Washington. Initial confusion as to what to do, although command and control set up 
right away. (Need to discuss more.) 

Sal Cilluffo, TSA, FAA Security Manager on 9/11. The following questions were 
asked on behalfof Team 7: 



1. Were you aware of any increased security alert or status at JFK leading up to 
9/1 l? If yes, please provide details. Answer: no. 

4 

2. What steps were taken by FAA or law enforcement to screen the flights that 
landed at JFK for terrorists or hijacking plots after the system grounding order on 
9/11? Answer: JTTFs and local police came to terminals once grounding order 
went out. There were some problems where people didn't want to get off the 
planes and the JTTFs were sent to those flights. By the time JTTFs arrived, 
suspicious crew still around by flight passengers gone. Crew was interviewed. 
These were outbound flights. What did law et:iforcement do at JFK in the days 
immediately following 9/11? We started flying 3 Yi days later, and by that time, 
profiles in place to work with. 

3. When and by whom was FSMnotified of unfolding events of 9111? Answer: 
From TV and port authority. Went into command post when first plane hit. Did 
not receive information from FAA. 

4. What steps did FSM take in response to 9/11 on 9/11? Answer: Went to 
command post in building 14 (building on edge of airport where briefing held). 

5. What steps did FAA ask the FSM and the airport take in response to events of 
9/11? Answer: After got order to shut down airspace, shut down ey~_r.ytbing else ·· 

9 
Ill 

for 3 Y2 to 4 days. · · 

,1 ITwA.empl~y~~-~-~- ~;~-~-,~~:··;~~ field agent. ~:;l~i;;:level 
1'JFK flight. On Sept. 11, there was a TWA flight scheduled to leave JFK at noon for LA. 
When the planes were grounded by FAA, on this flight were four mideastern men in first 
class. The crew grew suspicious of them when they began speaking Arabic and refused to 
disembark from flight. 

Crew called law enforcement, but when local police (port authority employees) and NY 
JTTF showed up, the men had left the plane and were not found in the terminal. The 
crew was interviewed and flight manifests were obtained. 

It was later determined that this same group of men rebooked on TWA for morning 
Saturday the l 51

h on a flight leaving JFK for LA with a connection through St. Louis. 
When TWA decided to stay on the ground on the 15th, the men were automatically 
rebooked by TWA onto a United flight that was the next available for destination LA on 
the 15th. They got on plane, crew suspicious of their behavior, called law enforcement, 
and men absconded before arrival of law enforcement, and never found in the terminal. 

TWA did research on the four through their reservation program W orldspan (shared with 
NW and Delta) through their PARS program to determine the itinerary information. 
TWA was not aware of the reservation histories until after the fact research conducted. 

Newark flight. On 9/11, a TWA flight left out of Newark to LA with a continuation 
through St. Louis. Once FAA did grounding order, plane stayed in St. Louis. There were 
between two and four middle eastern men on the flight. They were desperate to get to 
Dallas. Tried to rent a car from St. Louis, but when that didn't work, took a train and 
picked up on the train by JTTF. Box cutters found on them. 
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From: Janice Kephart-Roberts Likephart-roberts@9-11commission.gov] 

Sent: Friday, August 08, 2003 4:19 PM 

To: team8@9-11commission.gov; team5@9-11commission.gov; team7@9-11commission.gov; 
team6@9-11 com mission. gov 

Subject: JFK lnt'I sidebar for 9-11 story 

Folks: 

After Team S's field trip to JFK lnt'l last Monday, it became readily apparent that an interesting historical piece 
could be written on what happened at JFK lnt'I on 9/11 and in the days thereafter. Some aspects of the piece 
could be: 

1. Two of the 19 hijackers entered via JFK; 
2. On 9/11, for Teams 5 and 7, the airport was shut down amidst initial chaos and INS set up command and 

control in a building set apart from the terminals. Three and one-half days later the airport reopened, with 
extra security, and only some airlines were willing to return to the air; 

3. For Team 8, the Port Authority, which lost its offices and 37 personnel in the destruction of the WTC, 
moved its Command and Control Center to JFK within hours of the WTC collapse; 

4. For Teams 6 and 7, a TWA flight from JFK to LAX that was scheduled to leave at noon on 9/11 was 
grounded in the initial chaos. Four people sitting in first class of Middle-Eastern origin refused to leave the 
plane, but then absconded before the local police and JTTF agents could arrive and interview them. The 
same men, it is later learned, rebooked their flight to leave on Saturday September 15 (United Airlines from 
JFK to LAX). When the air crew got suspicious on September 15, and called law enforcement, the men 
again successfully absconded without being interviewed. 

Much more research needs to be done to verify the authenticity of the information above, but this could make for 
some interesting and relevant history. 

I've attached the draft MFR on the JFK trip FYI. 

Once I receive feedback, perhaps we could all meet and talk further about how we may proceed. 

Janice and Tom 

8/12/2003 



Browse Display 

Copyright 2001 CanWest Interactive, a division of 
CanWest Global Communications Corp. 

All Rights Reserved 
Edmonton Journal 

September 20, 2001 Thursday Final Edition 

SECTION: Attack On America; Pg. A2 

LENGTH: 416 words 

Page 1 of 2 

HEADLINE: More planes may have been targeted -- FBI: Up to five other flights on Sept. 11 
regarded by FBI as suspicious 

SOURCE: The Daily Telegraph 

BYLINE: Ben Fenton 

DATELINE: Washington 

BODY: 
As many as nine aircraft may have been part of the original plot to devastate America's 
national landmarks on Sept. 11. 

The FBI is investigating what happened on board five commercial jets that day, including 
two that were cancelled for mechanical reasons, apart from the four hijacked and crashed by 
terrorists. 

Amid growing fears that further attacks may be planned, it was reported that the FBI is 
seeking up to 33 more men who have some form of pilot's licence. 

The agency is working on the th~ory that at least two and possibly as many as five 
additional flights were terrorist targets. 

One was due to fly from Boston to Los Angeles but was cancelled for mechanical reasons. 
Another was from Newark to San Antonio, Tex. 

It was grounded in St. Louis after the Federal Aviation Administration shut America's skies . 

Other planes causing FBI concern were Delta flight 1989 from Boston to Los Angeles, 
which was compelled to land in Cleveland, Ohio, after the aviation shutdown, and United 
Flight 163 from Boston to San Francisco. 

One passenger on UA Flight 163 said it might have been spared because there were 30 U.S. 
Marines travelling on it. 

"Those guys were pretty visible in the boarding area, pretty big, muscular guys and they all 
have their trademark haircuts and duffel bags," Janice Burnett, told the Boston Herald . 

A United plane due to fly from Washington to the West Coast was also a possible target. It 
was cancelled at short notice and the FBI is investigating a report that five men of Arab 
appearance left hurriedly. 

A list of about 220 people who may have information about the attacks has been circulated 
to 18,000 police stations and other agencies. 

http ://www.nexis .com/research/search/documentDisplay? _ docnum=5& _ ansset=W-W A-A-... 8/28/2003 
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A doctor in San Antonio is being investigated because he and three others were booked on a 
flight from that city to San Diego, Calif., this Saturday, with a return flight a month later. 
The hospital where al-Bader al-Hamzi worked said he had not booked any time off. 

The FBI is said to be looking for a man apparently of Indian origin who has booked 10 flights 
in America between Sept. 14 and Oct. 22. 

A total of 78 people have been detained, including three men arrested on immigration 
charges near Detroit. 

Sources close to the investigation said that of the people on the list, about 27 are believed 
to have attended flight schools in Florida. 

Agents believe more attacks were, or still are, planned, with Saturday, Sept. 22, having 
assumed significance in the minds of investigators. 

LOAD-DATE: March 27, 2002 

-< prev Document 5 of 11 next > 
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Copyright 2001 Boston Herald Inc. 
The Boston Herald 

September 19, 2001 Wednesday ALL EDITIONS 

SECTION: NEWS; Pg. 004 

LENGTH: 720 words 

HEADLINE: WAR ON TERRORISM; Two more planes possibly targeted on day of terror 

BYLINE: By Doug Hanchett and Cosmo Macera Jr. 

BODY: 
The terrorist cabal that launched last week's kamikaze attacks on New York and Washington, 
D.C., may have been looking to unleash more carnage via two other transcontinental flights 
out of Boston. 

Federal agents boarded a Los Angeles-bound flight from Boston when it was forced to land in 
Cleveland Sept. 11, barely an hour after two hijacked planes bound for Los Angeles slammed 
into the World Trade Center towers after departing Logan International Airport. 

Delta Flight 1989 with 69 passengers and nine crew members - a 767 like the two hijacked 
planes that forever altered the Manhattan skyline - was considered missing for a spell during 
America's day of terror from the skies. At one point the Federal Aviation Administration 
feared it too had been commandeered by terrorists. 

"People thought this was the third flight that had been hijacked (from Logan)," said one 
source familiar with the situation. "There was talk that the FAA couldn't locate the plane and 
that perhaps it had been hijacked." 

Just minutes before Flight 1989 departed Logan, American Airlines Flight 11 and United 
Airlines Flight 175.took off on journeys that ended with both planes slamming into the twin 
towers - killing thousands, stuttering the economy and sending the United States into a war 
against terrorism. 

Ordered to land because of the nationwide aviation chaos, Flight 1989 touched down in 
Cleveland at 10: 18 a.m . By that time, lower Manhattan was in flames and America was 
stunned. 

"Obviously we were shocked," said Habib Khoury, a Boston businessman who was on the 
Delta flight. 

Khoury said FBI agents asked only "routine" questions as passengers began disembarking. 

"There was nothing unusual (about the flight) given the circumstances," Khoury said. 

But sources say at least one female passenger reported suspicious behavior by two male 
passengers. 

Sources say the woman told federal agents the two men appeared nervous as the flight sat 
on Logan's runway awaiting takeoff. She also said they repeatedly looked around the cabin 
and were restless early in the flight, as if they had been looking for others but couldn't find 
them. 

http://www.nexis.com/research/search/documentDisplay?_docnum=6&_ansset=W-WA-A- ... 8/28/2003 
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Meanwhile, a group of Boston-area tourists headed to San Francisco on United Airlines Flight 
163 earlier that fateful morning said they were informed by airport security personnel in 
Iowa that their plane may have also been eyed by terrorists. 

"They just told us we were targeted," said passenger Ruth Vona of Malden. "That's how they 
worded it." 

According to Janice Burnett, a tour guide with Milford-based Scout Tours who was on the 
flight, security workers at the Des Moines airport where the plane was forced to land told 
passengers that the FBI discovered information on their flight in a car believed to belong to 
the terrorists. 

The car, a rental that was left at Logan, was towed away and impounded by the FBI last 
week. 

"What was said to us by the security (personnel) and kind of made sense at the time was 
that various flights were targeted and these terrorists or whoever they were kind of chose 
(their best options)," said Burnett. 

Burnett said she didn't notice any suspicious passengers or anyone who appeared to be of 
Middle Eastern origin on the flight. But speculation was that potential terrorists might have 
been deterred by the flight's 7 a.m. departure time - perhaps too early if the goal was to 
cause maximum casualties in the Big Apple - or scared off by the group of about 30 U.S. 
Marines who had tickets for the flight. 

"Those guys were pretty visible (in the boarding area)," said Burnett. "They're pretty big 
guys, pretty muscular, and they all have their trademark haircuts and (military) duffel bags. 
It was pretty clear who they were." 

Rob Spencer, owner of Scout Tours, said he's thankful that United bumped the flight's 
normal departure time up an hour about a month back, a move that prompted complaints 
from passengers at the time. 

"It's just amazing that flight got changed," said Spencer. "I truly, truly believe that if that 
flight hadn't been changed, they would have been targeted. It was just a miracle." 

Photo Caption: HIJACKINGS THWARTED? It's hard to imagine anything worse than the World 
Trade Center carnage, above, but terrorists might have failed to carry out attacks with two 
other planes. Staff photo by Kuni 

LOAD-DATE: September 19, 2001 
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Copyright 2001 The National Journal Group, Inc. 
The Hotline 

September 19, 2001 

SECTION: THE WAR 

LENGTH: 4081 words 

HEADLINE: INVESTIGATION: COULD IT HAVE BEEN WORSE? 

BODY: 
Investigators said 9/18 that there is a possibility the 
terrorists "might have plotted to commandeer two more commercia l 
flights" 9/11. Information from cooperating witnesses and tips 
have have led investigators to take the news of other targets 
"seriously ." The two targeted flights are thought to be American 
Airlines Flight 43, "which left Newark International Airport" 
shortly after 8 a.m. 9/11 bound for L.,l\ .; "it made an emergency 
landing in Cincinnati after the government ordered all flights 
grounded." The other: American Airlines Flight 1729 from Newark 
to San Antonio "via Dallas that was scheduled to depart at 8: 50 
a.m. and was later forced to land at St. Louis." AG John 
Ashcroft confirmed other flights were being investigated but 
could not confirm the veracity of the accounts. As reports came 
in of arrests in L.A., Detroit and Orlando, Ashcroft said that 
75 people "who might riave information in the case were in 
custody on immigration charges." 

FNC's Cosby: "Law enforcement officials are investigating 
the possibility that suicide hijackers were also on board 
American Airlines Flight 43, scheduled to depart from Boston 
about half an hour. after the first jet hit the World Trade 
Center. Flight 43 was cancelled last minute due to mechanical 
problems. Authorities are reviewing man ifests from that flight 
and at least a dozen others on that same day, on which sources 
say there are some names tied to known terrorist organizations" 
("Specia l Report," FNC, 9/18). 

Meanwhile, authorities are calling the information about 
other possible targeted flights inconsistent but "suggestive." 
In the case of Flight 1729, authorities have detained 2 men from 
the flight "who were arrested aboard an Amtrak train in Fort 
Worth after their flight had been forced to land in St. Louis." 
The 2 men, Ayubali Ali Khan and Mohammed Jaweed Azmath, were the 
only 2 on the flight who "appeared to be suspicious; each of the 
other flights had hijack teams of four or five men" 
(Johnston/Risen, Washington Post, 9/19). Another flight being 
looked at is one that was scheduled to leave San Antonio, TX, to 
San Diego on 9/22. Booked on the flight was San Antonio doctor 
Al Badr Al-Hazmi, who has been arrested by the FBI, and "three 
other men sought for questioning by the bureau, sources said" 
(Hedges, Houston Chronicle, 9/19). The now-canceled United 
Airlines flight "appears to fit the pattern used by the 19 
hijackers, who worked in teams of four or five to commandeer the 
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four planes" hijacked 9/11 (Altimari/Dolan/Lender, Hartford 
Courant, 9/19). 

The day of the bombings FBI agents boarded Delta Flight 
1989 in Cleveland, which had left Boston bound for L.A. around 
the time the two WTC planes took off. One passenger, Habib 
Khoury, said FBI agents in Cleveland "asked only 'routine' 
questions as passengers began disembarking." Khoury: "There was 
nothing unusual (about the flight) given the circumstances." But 
"sources say at least one female passenger reported suspicious 
behavior by two male passengers." The woman reported that two 
men on the flight "appeared nervous as the flight sat on Logan's 
runway awaiting takeoff. She also said they repeatedly looked 
around the cabin and were restless early in the flight, as if 
they had been looking for others but couldn't find them." 

Also, tourists headed to San Francisco on United Airlines 
Flight 163 "earlier that fateful morning said they were informed 
by airport security personnel in Iowa that their plane may have 
also been eyed by terrorists." Said one passenger: "They just 
told us we were targeted. That's how they worded it." Tour guide 
Janice Burnett, who was on the flight, said officials in Des 
Moines where the plane was forced to land "told passenger that 
the FBI discovered information on their flight in a car believed 
to belong to the terrorists." Burnett said she didn't notice 
anyone suspicious on the flight. But "speculation was that 
potential terrorists might have been deterred by the flight's 7 
a.m. departure time -- perhaps too early if the goal was to 
cause maximum casualties in the Big Apple -- or scared off by 
the group of about 30 U.S. Marines who had tickets for the 
flight." Burnett: "Those guys were pretty visible (in the 
boarding area) .... They're pretty big guys, pretty muscular, 
and they all have their trademark haircuts and (military) duffel 
bags making clear who they were" (Hanchett/Macera Jr., Boston 
Herald, 9/19). 

According to the AP, the hijackers "appeared to have a 
backup plan: The cars they left behind at Boston's Logan Airport 
contained papers detailing 'conventional' attacks and other 
targets." There is also evidence the terrorists "had their eye 
on a second wave," and 9/22 "has emerged as a key -- if 
mysterious -- date, officials said" (Lathem/Rauber/Hall/Connor, 
New York Post, 9/19). 

COULD THE BOMBINGS HAVE BEEN PREVENTED? 

The FBI was warned 3 weeks before the attacks that two 
suspected bin Laden associates, "who later turned out to be 
among the suicide hijackers," were in the U.S. The FBI searched 
for the 2 men, Khalid Al-Midhar and Nawaq Alhamzi, who were on 
the Pentagon flight, on 8/21 "but did not ask the field office 
in San Diego, where the men had been living, to help in the 
investigation until a day or two before the infernos" in 
Washington and NYC. Although U.S. officials have "adamantly 
insisted that they had no advance warning," the news they were 
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looking for 2 of the hijackers "is likely to spur fresh 
questions about the government's intelligence efforts." Both men 
were placed on immigrations "watch list" in late August, "but 
immigration officials quickly determined that they already had 
entered" the U.S. Both men attended community college in San 
Diego last year. The men, who have been linked to the USS Cole 
bombing, are believed to be the "first possible link" between 
the 9/11 attacks and "the bombing of the Cole" 
(Drogin/Lichtblau, Los Angeles Times, 9/19). 

Law enforcement officials have acknowledged that efforts to 
"conduct electronic surveillance of foreign terrorists" in the 
U.S. "had been troubled in recent months, prompting an internal 
inquiry into possible abuses" (Johnston/Risen, New York Times, 
9/19). 

Philippine intelligence told CNN that they warned the FBI 
in '95 of a terrorist plot to "hijack commercial planes and slam 
them into the Pentagon, the CIA headquarters and other 
buildings." The Philippine authorities "learned of the plot 
after a small fire in a Manila apartment, which turned out to be 
the hideout of Ramzi Yousef, who was later convicted for his 
role" in the '93 bombing of the WTC. They captured Youseff's 
"right-hand man, Abdul Hakim , "who told them a chilling tale." 
Said Rodolfo Mendoza, a Philippine intelligence investigator: 
"Murad narrated to us about a plan by the Rain theell in the 
continental U.S. to hijack a commercial plane and ram it into 
the CIA headquarters in Langely, Virginia, and Pentagon 
Pentagon." They also found evidence "targeting commercial 
flights in San Francisco, Chicago" and NYC. They said they 
"passed that information on to the FBI" in '95, "but it's not 
clear what was done with it." Yousef and Murad both have ties to 
bin Laden (CNN.com, 9/18). 

ASHCROFT NOT MESSING AROUND 

Ashcroft said 9/18 that he was "ordering an interlinking 
grid of anti-terrorism task forces to be set up in all 56 
federal prosecutor's offices across America" (Hedges, Houston 
Chronicle, 9/19). 

SAUDI ID'S PROBABLY WON'T BE THE BEST FOR TERRORISTS 
ANYMORE 

Saudi Arabian officials said that as many as 4 ID's of 
Saudi men may have been stolen by the hijackers because of "the 
ease in which citizens of the Middle Eastern ally can enter the 
United States." FBI investigators have received reports that 
Waleed Al Shehri is "living overseas and was not aboard" Flight 
11. Investigators are "waiting for the man to present himself to 
consulate othe mans and confirm his identity" 
(Zofficials/Brownfield, Daytona Beach News Journal, 9/19). 

INVESTORS LOOKED AT CLOSELY 
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Philadelphia Inquirer's Distefano reports, Federal 
investigators are looking into whether any of the investors "who 
bet against air-travel stocks in early September were connected 
to the terrorists who attacked" the U.S. The Securities and 
Exchange Commission [SEC] is investigating the possibility some 
investors knew nin advance the possibility of hijackings and 
"made investments calculated to profit from the deadly attacks." 
Traders in the options markets in Philly and Chicago reported a 
"sudden increase in purchases of stock-options contracts 
designed to gain in value if jet-maker Boeing Corp., United 
Airlines and other companies lost value in the stock market." 
Options trading in these industries reportedly jumped 10% over 
normal. Changes like that are "routinely" investigated when it 
is "followed by events that provoke a big change in securities 
prices." Vii hen the stocks began trading again 9/17, the prices 
dropped "sharply" leading "unidentified options investors to 
realize millions of dollars in potential profits." According to 
one Chicago options trading firm, August "put" orders -- orders 
that gain value if a stock drops -- on United Airl ines were 
around 300 per day. On Sept. 6, just 5 days before the bombings, 
the number jumped to "over 1,500." American Airlines customer 
put contracts traded at about 150 a day in August; on Sept. 10, 
the trading jumped to "more than 2,000." SEC Chair Harvey Pitt: 
"We've heard those reports about terrorist involvement in our 
markets. Our enforcement division has been looking into a 
variety of market action that could be linked to those terrible 
that including the subjects of the rumors" (9/19). 

Newsweek's Thomas: "The authorities are looking into the 
possibility that the terrorists bought some insurance stocks and 
sold them short, knowing that they would plummet. In other 
words, they were so comfortable in our capitalist world that 
they cou!d manipulate our stock market to profit off their 
coming terrorism. Now that-- that's something that they're 
investigating, it's not confirmed" ("The NewsHour," PBS, 9/18). 

FBI WATCH LIST A WORK IN PROGRESS 

The "watch list" compiled by the FBI, which includes the 
names of more than 190 people, reportedly includes the names of 
the 19 dead hijackers "because of concerns that other terrorists 
are using their identities." The regularly updated list, made 
unavailable to the media but obtained by various news outlets, 
includes Osama bin Laden's name. The "very fluid list" has been 
forwarded to international, state and local law-enforcement 
agencies (USNews.com, 9/19). The FBI's list "includes raw, 
unverified information," making the investigation "even more 
difficult because many of the people the FBI is searching for 
have aliases and have moved around the country." Many of the 
people on the list "publicly claim they are on the list 
mistakenly, because of odd coincidences or cases of mist aken 
identity" (Altimari/Dolan/Lender, Hartford Courant, 9/19). 

Close to a quarter of the 223 people on the list are 
"cert ified pilots, student pilots or aircraft mechanics" 
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(Locy/Johnson/Willing, USA Today, 9/19). 

ABC's Brian Ross: "The FBI has a watch list of some 190 
people. On that list are 36 people with flight training, people 
who trained as pilots, who we have learned have known ties of 
some sort to the dead hijackers. Those 36 people still believed 
to be in this country. And shockingly, FBI agents have 
discovered that some of them had reservations on flights this 
coming weekend out of Boston and San Antonio, leading the 
speculation that perhaps another wave of assaults was about to 
happen" ("GMA;" ABC1 9/19). 

INVESTIGATION IN WHITE PLAINS 

A federal grand jury in White Plains, NY, a suburb of NYC, 
is "conducting its own investigation into the incidents." White 
Plains is in the federal court's S. District of NY "and is the 
seat of the investigation in because the main courthouse" in NYC 
is "in the blocked-off destiuction zone around 11 the \lVTC 
(Marinucci/Taylor, San Francisco Chronicle, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON OTHER COUNTRIES 

Hijackers Mohamed Atta and Marwan Al-Shehhi are 2 of three 
terrorists to use Western Union to wire thousands of dollars to 
"the same man in the Middle East hours before leaving Boston" to 
bomb the WTC, ;;which authorities now believe were part of a 
cross-country plot involving plans for additional hijackings." 
The wire transfers could "provide key financial links between 
the terrorists and associates overseas." Meanwhile, German 
investigators are looking for an ex-roommate of Atta and 
Al-Shehhi who is "believed to have handled many of their 
logistical arrangements, including renting apartments and 
applying for U.S. visas" (Altimari/Dolan/Lender, Hartford 
Courant, 9/19). 

Next to Germany, Britain is "emerging" as a base for the 
Islamic extremists linked to the 9/11 attacks. The FBI has 
"passed on to London the names of at least five suspects in the 
attacks who either lived in the United Kingdom or" lived there 
"temporarily before the attacks" (Champion/Naik, Wall Street 
Journal 1 9/19). 

Panama launched 9/18 an investigation to determine whether 
bin Laden "used bank accounts and companies in the country to 
finance his activities." Panama's foreign minister said the 
country would cooperate with other countries in the 
investigation (Bounds/Thayer, Financial Times, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS m~ ALABAMA 

The FBI has detained a man who was stopped in Guin, AL, 
just one week before the bombings. The man was ticketed for 
running a red light. He was driving a car with AL license 
plates, but he had a CO license (Dedrick, Birmingham News, 
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9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON CALIFORNIA 

Investigators are questioning a Middle Eastern man "who may 
have been a roommate of a suspected hijacker" in the 9/11 
attacks. At the time of the 9/17 pickup the man, Tarek Mohamed 
Fayad, was in the Mira Loma facility "operated in North Los 
Angeles County by the Sheriff's Department to house foreign 
nationals under a contract" with the INS. An unconfirmed report 
indicates the man was picked up 9/12 "because he had a student 
visa but did not appear to be attending any classes" (Carter, 
AP/Contra Costa Times, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON FLORIDA 

In Orlando, two men with Middle Eastern names have been 
held at the Orange County jail for federal officials. "the men 
\rvere being kept in separate cells and were not being allowed 
contact with other inmates." No details were available for why 
they were being held" (Shepard, Palm Beach Post, 9/19). Orlando 
Sentinel's Leusner/Mussendon and Curtis report, an Orlando 
"businessman was in federal custody" 9/17 "as a material witness 
in the nationwide terrorist investigation." He is being "held in 
the Seminole County Jail awaiting" today's appearance "before a 
federal magistrate at a closed hearing in Orlando" (9/19). In W. 
Centrai FL, the INS "has arrested at least two men on 
immigration violations connected" to the sweep. Also, FBI agents 
have arrested "another man they were interviewing when they 
discovered he had two drivers licenses under different names." 
Investigators have also subpoenaed computer document from a 
Broward County library. Investigators already have received 
documents from a,S. FL library (Dayton Beach News-Journal, 
9/19). 

The owner of U.S. 1 Fitness in Dania Beach, FL, said that 
suspected terrorist Ziad Jarrah "took more than 20 hours of 
marital arts training." Said owner Bert Rodriguez: "He wanted to 
learn about fighting and control -- about being in control and 
how to control somebody .... I liked the guy. He was very 
humble, very quiet ... He was very to himself and didn't want to 
be in a situation where he would get picked on." At least six of 
the suspected terrorists had memberships in Broward and Palm 
Beach county fitness clubs (King/Agnew/Othon, South Florida 
Sun-Sentinel, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON MARYLAND 

The Pentagon bombers temporarily made their homes at the 
Valencia Motel on Route 1. Their neighbors "noticed" that the 5 
men "seemed to come and go as a group and were unusually 
standoffish when they went to the local pizza joint. And the 
flight instructors at Freeway Airport in Bowie figured that one 
of them, Hani Hanjour, was just a bad pilot." Now suburban MD 
has become "a major focus of the investigation" as FBI agents 
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visit "hotels, gyms, stores and apartment complexes along the 
Route 1 corridor." The FBI's attention "may have drawn to Laurel 
because of a Muslim cleric who has been linked to Osama bin 
Laden." Agents have been showing photo's of the men to neighbors 
of Moataz Al-Hallak, "who teaches at a local Islamic school and 
testified three times before a grand jury investigating bin 
Laden and the 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania" (Masters/Smith/Shear, Washington Post, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON MASSACHUSETTS 

Although bin Laden has family in Boston, the family 
"denounced Osama bin Laden many years ago." Boston U. prof. Adil 
Najam said that like "many large, wealthy Saudi families, there 
is little love lost among the scores of children born of 
different mothers. In the case of the bin Laden family, there 
were at least a dozen women married to the one father" (Bayles, 
USA Today, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON MICHIGAN 

CNN.com reports, "U.S. investigators filed the first 
criminal charges arising from the terrorism investigation after 
finding three men in Michigan with airport diagrams and phony 
immigration documents." The men were "charged with identity 
fraud, misuse of visas and conspiracy to commit those 
violations" (9/19). FBI agents arrested the 3 men 9/18 in 
Detroit "who may have links to an aborted attack last year on a 
U.S. military base in Turkey." The men were formally charged 
with having false immigration documents. Two of the men are 
reported to have had ID badges for LSG Sky chefs, an airline 
caterer, in their possessions. Both worked as dishwashers in the 
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (Hansen/Garrett/Shepardson, Detroit 
News, 9/19). Investigators also found "what appeared to be a 
diagram of an airport flight line" (AP/USA Today, 9/19). 

FBI agents searched a Detroit home 9/17, reportedly looking 
for an associate of bin Laden. The man, Nabil al-Marabh, is 
believed to have spent time in the '90s in Afghanistan, and is 
linked to 2 of the hijackers (Detroit News, 9/19). 

THE HU!'JT -- FOCUS O!'J NEW JERSEY 

Investigators have "intensified their scrutiny" of 2 Jersey 
City men detained after the attacks, "sweeping the neighborhoods 
for anyone who might have known them, seen them or shared their 
name." Agents have searched for clues about Ayub Ali Khan and 
Mohammed Jaweed Azmath -- who were picked up in TX with box 
cutters and over $5,000 in cash -- in Chicago, Union City and 
Harrison, NJ and back to Jersey City where U1ey shared an 
apartment. "At least three other men were led away in handcuffs 
from the same apartment building by authorities" 9/15 
(Murray/Whelan/Martin, Newark Star-Ledger, 9/19). Possibly as 
many as 7 of the detained men worshipped at a mosque in Jersey 
City. The mosque is just three train stops from the WTC and is 
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in an area that is tis "home to immigrants from all over the 
world" (Cauchon, USA Today, 9/19). Khan and Azmath may be linked 
to a NJ terrorist cell involved in the '93 WTC bombing (Mondics, 
Philadelphia Inquirer, 9/19). 

Officials believe NJ "served as the financial hub of a 
terrorist-funding operation" that kept the hijackers flush with 
cash (Rudolph, Newark Star-Ledger, 9/19). 

THE HUNT -- FOCUS ON SOUTH CAROLINA 

Greenville News' Smith and Riddle report, owners of flight 
schools "across" SC have "turned over to the FBI the names of 
students they've trained in the past five years." But none of 
the owners said they had any indication "any of their students 
were tied to last week's attacks." Two owner "said they had 
trained students from the Middle East" (9/19). 

THE HU~H -- FOCUS ON TEXAS 

Houston Chronicle's Hegstrom reports, investigators have 
"secretly rounded up and detained foreigners" in Houston who are 
"alleged to have information about last week's terrorist 
actions." The number was described as a "handful" of suspects 
(9/19). 

Meanwhile, the San Antonio physician detained, Dr. Al-Badr 
Al-Hazmi, has been linked to other people being investigated 
through his credit-card purchases. Investigators are examining 
his airline bookings for flights on 9/22 . 9/22 is a date that 
has "popped up elsewhere as investigators try to piece together 
who helped" the 9/11 attacks (Mittelstadt/Slover, Dallas Morning 
News, 9/19). Al-Hazmi has been taken to NY where he is being 
held as a material witness (Villafranca/Hughes, Houston 
Chronicle, 9/19) .. 

THE SADDAM CONNECTION 

U.S. intelligence agencies are taking a "hard look at 
whether Iraq was involved" in the attacks, "following a report 
that one of the suspected hijackers met with the head of Iraqi 
inte!!igence in Europe earlier this year." An "unspecified 
foreign agent" delivered to the U.S. news of a meeting between 
Flight 11 leader Mohammed Atta and Iraqi intelligence. But U.S. 
officials "cautioned that the information did not conclusively 
link Iraq to the attacks." Said one of the officials: "It's been 
a suspicion from the beginning that Iraq may have been at least 
helping with their intelligence networks. But now, after the 
report, they're looking really seriously at Iraq." When asked 
about the report 9/18, Defense Sec. Donald Rurnsfeld "paused five 
seconds at a Pentagon news briefing" and finally said "hew would 
leave the question to the Justice Department." Added Rumsfeld: 
"I know a lot, and what I have said ... is that states are 
supporting these people." But some Bush admin. officials have 
expressed "skepticism" of the Iraq link to the bombings. Mostly 
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because, at this point, "there have been no definitive links 
with Iraq. And for another, nearly all the information so far 
leads back to bin Laden" (Donnelly/Bender, Boston Globe, 9/19). 
There is "some evidence" Iraq has met with bin Laden operatives 
and provided "some financial assistance as well as small arms" 
to bin Laden's org. But "few U.S. officials believe that any 
real alliance" between Iraq and the org., Al-Qaeda, "ever 
emerged." Said one ex-U.S. intelligence official: "The reality 
is that Osama bin Laden doesn't like Saddam Hussein .... Saddam 
is a secularist who has killed more Islamic clergy than he has 
Americans or any other foreigners other than Kuwaitis. They 
share almost nothing in common, except a hatred for the U.S." 
Iraq also isn't well known for being a "real supporter of 
traditional terrorism." While Hussein has allowed terrorists to 
stay in Iraq, they can only remain if they "stay quiet ." Also, 
"being held responsible for such a terrorist act would endanger 
the years of effort Iraq has made to restore foreign commerce, 
air routes, investment in oil production, relations with its 
neighbors, its much damaged infrastructure and its military 
capacity." Continued the former intelligence official: "Saddam 
is the ultimate control freak. For him, terrorists are the 
ultimate loose cannons" (Pope/King Jr., Wall Street Journal, 
9/19). 

FLYING TO L.A. GETTING TO BE AN ADVENTURE THESE DAYS 

Chicago Tribune's Hiikevitch reports, a pair of F-i6's 
escorted a Boeing 737 back to O'Hare 9/18 after the plane's 
"pilots did not respond to calls from air-traffic shortly after 
takeoff." There ended up being a problem with the radio, "but 
the 51 passengers aboard American Flight 1555 got a startling 
view of the fighters just beyond the wingtips" of the American 
Airlines flight. Air traffic controllers called for the F-16's, 
which were then contacted by the pilots of Flight 1555 through a 
"numerical beacon code on the aircraft's transponder, indicating 
their communications radio had failed and the passengers and six 
crew members were OK" (9/19). 

AND PEOPLE SAY GEPHARDT DOESN'T HAVE A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOR! 

House Min. Ldr Dick Gephardt (D-MO): "I'm absolutely 
convinced that he or anyone else would get a fair trial in this 
country, and I hope we can bring him to justice, and the others 
who we find and believe did this" ("Crossfire," CNN, 9/18). 
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HEADLINE: FAA chief not certain grounding saved lives 

Page 1 of 2 

BYLINE: By Mattew L. Wald and Don Van Natta Jr., New York Times News Service. 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON 

BODY: 
The head of the Federal Aviation Administration suggested in a speech Wednesday that an 
order to ground all planes on Sept. 11 had prevented additional jets from being hijacked. 

But Wednesday evening, she retreated from her assertion, and said her comments were 
based on early reports and that there was still no conclusive information that the grounding 
order had thwarted further hijackings. 

FAA Administrator Jane Garvey had told the National Press Club that "I certainly have been 
persuaded by discussions with the FBI and others, there were others that were thwarted." 

"I don't know what the number was," Garvey said. "That, cieariy, is part of the 
investigation." 

On Wednesday evening, Garvey said in a telephone interview that her staff had spoken to 
the FBI later in the day and that "there's no confirmation" in the investigation of additiona l 
potential hijackers. 

Over the last several weeks, other aviation officials have referred to the grounding of the 
nation's air fleet, an unprecedented action, as preventing one or more additional hijackings. 
Investigators are still pursuing that possibi lity. 

There have been reports that federal authorities were investigating the possibility that 
terrorists might have plotted to commandeer two more commercial fl ights on Sept. 11. 

A senior airline industry investigator said Wednesday night he was told that at least two, and 
perhaps as many as four, additional Boeing jets had been targeted on Sept. 11. But those 
flights were delayed that morning because of mechanical problems or because they were 
waiting to take off when the FAA grounded all flights. 

A week after the attacks, Atty. Gen. John Ashcroft acknowledged that the authorities were 
investigating whether other aircraft besides the four jets might have been targeted. But he 
said at the time, "We are not able at this time to confirm that." Since then, law enforcement 
officials have refused to confirm publicly that other hijackings were planned on Sept. 11. 

Aviation officials have said previously that the decision on that morning to clear American 
skies of all but military planes might have saved lives. 

After the first two hijackings, government officials scrambled to identify other planes that 
might be vulnerable, especially Boeing 757s and 767s on transcontinental flights. They 
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apparently focused on Delta Flight 1989, which left Boston about the same time as the two 
planes that hit the World Trade Center. That flight was going to Los Angeles International 
Airport. 

It was ordered down in Cleveland at 9:50 a.m., according to a preliminary chronology 
assembled by the FAA, and then told to taxi to a secure portion of the airfield, away from 
the terminal. After the pilot repeatedly insisted that he was not being hijacked, the plane 
was allowed to taxi to the terminal, but passengers were held on board for about an hour. 
Afterward, the FBI searched the airplane. 

Garvey also said Wednesday that the aviation system now has as a goal of screening all 
checked bags for explosives, although she would not say when this would be possible. It 
would depend on how fast new machines could be built, she said. 

WAR ON TERROR. THE INVESTIGATION. 

GRAPHIC: PHOTOPHOTO: (Jane) Garvey. 
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HEADLINE: A NATION CHALLENGED: THE FIRST DAY; 
Impact Of Grounding Jets Is Still Unclear 
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON, Oct. 17 
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The head of the Federal Aviation Administration suggested in a speech today that an order 
to ground all planes on the morning of Sept. 11 had prevented additional jets from being 
hijacked. 

But this evening, the official, Jane F. Garvey, retreated from her assertion, and said that her 
comments had been based on early reports and that there was still no conclusive 
information that the grounding order had thwarted hijackings. 

Ms. Garvey, the administrator of the F.A.A., said in a speech at the National Press Club that 
she had "been persuaded by discussions with the F.B .I. and others, there were others that 
were thwarted." 

"I don't know what the number was," Ms. Garvey said. "That, clearly, is part of the 
investigation." 

But this evening, Ms. Garvey said in a telephone interview that her staff had spoken to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation later in the day and that "there's no confirmation" in the 
investigation of additional potential hijackers. 

But in fact, over the last several weeks other aviation officials have referred to the grounding 
of the nation's air fleet, an unprecedented action, as preventing one or more additional 
hijackings. Investigators are still pursuing that possibility. 

There have been reports that federal authorities were investigating the possibility that 
terrorists might have plotted to commandeer two more commercial flights on Sept. 11. 

In an interview tonight, a senior airline industry investigator said he was told that at least 
two -- and perhaps as many as four -- additional Boeing jets had been targeted on Sept. 11. 
But those flights were delayed that morning because of mechanical problems or because 
they were waiting to take off when the F.A.A. ordered all flights grounded. 

A week after the attacks, Attorney General John Ashcroft acknowledged that the authorities 
were investigating whether other aircraft besides the four jets that were hijacked might have 
been targeted. But he said at the time, "We are not able at this time to confirm that." Since 
then, law enforcement officials have refused to confirm that other hijackings were planned 
onSept.11. ' 

Aviation officials have said that the government's decision on the morning of Sept. 11 to 
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clear American skies of all but military planes may have saved lives. 

After the first two hijackings, government officials scrambled to identify other planes that 
might be vulnerable, especially Boeing 757's and 767's on transcontinental flights. They 
apparently focused on Delta Flight 1989, which left Boston about the same time as the two 
planes that hit the World Trade Center, and was going to Los Angeles International Airport. 

It was ordered down in Cleveland, at 9:50 a.m., according to a preliminary chronology 
assembled by the F.A.A., and then told to taxi to a secure portion of the airfield, away from 
the terminal. After the pilot repeatedly insisted that he was not being hijacked, the plane 
was allowed to taxi to the terminal, but passengers were held on board for about an hour. 
Afterward, the F.B.I. searched the airplane. 

Ms. Garvey also said today that the aviation system now wanted to screen all checked bags 
for explosives, although she would not say when this would be possible . It depended on how 
fast new screening machines can be built, she said. 

And the F.A.A., she added, also wants checks into the criminal backgrounds of all airport, 
airline and contractor employees who have a pass a!!owing them into critical areas of 
airports. Until now, the F.A.A. has accepted checks of resumes instead, reasoning that 
anyone with a steady employment history could not have spent time in jail for a felony. But 
the agency has been embarrassed by repeated findings that not even those checks have 
been done. 

GRAPHIC: Photo: The F.A.A.'s Jane F. Garvey backs away from a statement. (Associated 
Press) 
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---Originai Message--
From: jraidt [mailto:jraidt@9-11commlssion.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2003 3:32 PM 
To: 'Team 8'; team7@9-11commission.gov 
Subject: FSM at JFK 

J/fl. c ! l l u rr 0 9/11 Working- level Empl oyee 

If you guys get to meet wth FAA's Federal Security Manager at JFK, we 'M>Uld be very Interested 
in obtaining his/her sense of the security status at JFK preceding 9/11 , including: 

1) Was he or she aware of any Increased security alert or status at JFK leading up to 9111? N 0 
If so, please provide as much detail about the alert status as possible. How out of the 
ordinary -was their footing and Ykly? 

w hd dtJ crf 1:--; 

~ p//lw& 

4) \l\lhat steps did the FSM take in response to the events on~~%? 

//-Ml-~ ft ~;od7J;,,~1~ ~ 

. :J 

, .. \o 
-~ 

5) What steps did the FAA ask the FSM and the airport to take In response to the events 
that day? f A / ! I . ,,./-#- Jd c-r·Jw-· ;6 SM t¥Jp'rn ~,-sp-o- )s;-,;uj 

oltw /? ~ 'IWJ· #;e J -frr J /f_ ~ t/ ti~. Jk. 71-~. 
rn/di, 



---· 9/11 
.... . -···· ···· ······· · 

__ .-- -- · Working-level 
_ . -- - __ .-- Employee 
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Janice Kephart-Roberts 

From: Nightiine [listeditor@abcnews.go.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2003 1 :49 PM 

To: MCutler007@aol.com 

Subject: NIGHTLINE: NEW TERRORIST PLOT: Could there be another airline attack this summer? 

Nightline Daily E-iviaii 
July 29, 2003 

TONIGHT'S FOCUS: Breaking news today that the government 
has what it calls a 'credible threat' th~t te~rQI.ists. are plotting 
another attack using airplanes. Could ther~ .. be another 9/11 later 
this summer? How much better prepared are airports and airlines 
to defend against such an attack? Could the 9/11 hijackeis pull 
off the same plot today? And if this threat is so credible, shouldn't 
the color level be raised again? 

A short story buried on page A8 of the Washington Post caught a 
lot of people's attention this morning. Anonymous U.S. officials 
were quoted as saying that they have credible threats of possible 
new airline suicide hijackings planned for the end of the summer. 
(Why such news was buried inside the paper? that's another 
story). Much of Washington reacted to this news and by noon 
ABC News had confirmed the story and a lot more detail. 

For instance, airlines were warned that the hijackers could try to 
use common items carried by travelers, such as cameras, 
modified as \tveapons. 

Now, I've got my summer vacation coming up in late August. 
Perhaps you, like so many Americans will be flying later this 
summer. I will surely be eyeing my seat-mate's camera 
equipment a lot more carefully. But other than raising passenger 
attention (and anxiety) are we better prepared to stop a 9/11 style 
attack before it happens? 

After 9/11, there were calls for a number of changes in airport 
and airline security. Replace private airport screeners with federal 
employees. Install new screening techniques for luggage and 
passengers at airports. Hire armed air marshals to travel on 
flights. And, perhaps the most controversial measure, give pilots 
the right to carry guns in the cockpit. 

As anyone who has traveled by plane in the last two years 
knows, many of these measures are in place. But how 
consistently and thoroughly? Could the 9/11 hijackers complete 
the same insidious plot today? 

It seems that in some ways, our security measures are chasing 
the last terrorist plot. After 9/11, airlines kept a closer eye on 
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travelers who paid cash for one-way tickets (as several of the 
9/11 hijackers did). And after Richard Reid's failed attempt to 
blow up an airplane with explosives lodged in his shoes, travelers 
now regularly have their shoes screened. But what about the next 
vicious plot? How do we guard against the unknown? 

ABC's Lisa Stark, who has covered the airline industry for years, 
will report for us tonight and offer a reality check on the changes 
in place, and not yet in place, post 9/11. Chris Bury will then talk 
to ABC's Justice Department and Pentagon correspondents 
about how the government is assessing this new threat and just 
how credible it might be. Will the Homeland Security Department 
raise the terror threat level to orange? If they don't, and yet 
consider these threats credible, why not? 

We hope you'll join us. 

Sara Just and the Nightline Staff 
ABCNEWS Washington bureau 

If you have questions or comments regarding this message or a 
recent "Nightline" broadcast, please do not hit reply; simply click 
on this Un~ to send your message directly to the "Nightline" staff: 

Or log on to the new "Nightline" Message Board : 
htJp_Jj_pQ§_[Q§ ,QQ~C9mf.c;;gi/_?_R~D~W_§/rn_@~-~Lc;H!1 
LJSI&r9.Qm:::_o_igbtli1J\;! 

Chat with "Nightline" guests and find articles, transcripts and 
video excerpts on our Web site at: 
http://abcnews.go.com/Sections/Nightline/ 

This e-mail was sent 'to: MCutler007@aol.com 
This e-mail vvas sent to Member Name: MCutler007@aol.com 
To unsubscribe from the "Nightline" e-mail, change your e-mail 
address, or sign up for other daily e-mails , visit our E-Mail Center 
at: .hUpjJJ9gin,mailprnt g_Q_, c;;9m!J9g.in 

Ask your friends to sign up! Send them this link: 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/nightline/DailyNews/nightline_login .html 

Did you know that ABCNE\tvS.com can aiso send you a daily 
email from ABCNEWS Political Unit? Get the daily political scoop 
from our insider sources. Click here to si n u ! 

Copyright ) 2003 ABC News Internet Ventures. Click here for JQ_fllJ§_o_f__\)_$.~ & PriY.<JcL£Q)j_gy_ §._JDJ~rn~U2?J~Jy_L11fol!IHl1iQQ applicable 
to the site. 
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U.S. Deportment 
of Tronsport¢1on 

Memorandum 
Federol Aviation 
Admlnlsfrot!on 

Sl.lbJect: INFORMATION: Security Summary (RIS-
CS-1600-20), CMH 00-012, Columbus Post of 
Duty 

. -
From: Manager, Chicago Civil Aviation Security Field 

Office 

To: Director, Office of Civil Aviation Security · 
Operations, AC0-1, 

Date: 

Reply to 
Attn. of: 

THRU: Manager, Civil Aviation Security 
DMsion, AGL-700 .. ...... . .. .. :: : .~:: !)!?"9;11 

···· ·· ·-- ········ ·· ·· ........ -- -··· ··· :::::::: 
Source: .__--:-~~~f ...... .. .. . ... .. .. ..... / . ...-··:::::>;:::- Personal 

Caotaln ·America West Alrlines .. -· __ .... ---- --··"·· .. ...- .. <-<-" 

I I 
.... . / ... :.-.:::·· 

······· / .. ············· ········ ············ .. ······ ······ ···/ ···••/.····· 

Privacy 

ro_o_s_:_u_nk_n_. -- ............. ..... ......... · ./"'° ·'" : ........... .... 

First Officer- America West Airlines 

~----_.;i·V 
Flight Attendant · Ameriea West Alrllnes 
I V .. / 

I v· 
Flight# 90 Passenger· America West Airlines 
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Gary Mundo 
Tracon Supervisor 

"'·-·-------- -. 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Port Columbus Int'! Airport 
Room 229 
Columbus, Ohio, 43219 
Tel: 614-236-8548 

--- ---- -.... 

Columbus Airport Police (CMH PD) 

Columbus FBI 
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--- --- --------- ------ -- --------- --------- -- ---- --- -- -- ---------- --------- -- ---- --------
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Personal 

Privacy 

subject: Incident aboard America West Airlines Flight# 90 inv9lilng: 

I Lo------ii// 
9/11 
Working-level"-- --- -- - _ _ __ ':I 
Emnr!ov_, ee 

J 
\\Summary: At appro~imately 1410 hours on November 19, 1999 FM Specl~IAgentC:J 

1 !was informed: by CMH PD SgU Je:t the 'B' Security Checkpoint that my 
presence was requested at America West's Gate B-8. Sgt. I !informed me that CMH 
Communications Center was trying tQ_ reach me since CMH-PD officel'S\spotted me at the airport 
earlier Jn the day. He also mentioned fhat_the Great Lakes Region Operatlpns Center {ROC) was 
also being contacted. Initial reports about the.situation indicated tha~ security was breached on 
coard an aircraft and a posslble interference tofllght crew had occurred. Sgt.I Unformed 
me that America West CMH Operations Supervlsori l;;1;1lled th.e Police 
Communications Center about two or three males on board Flight# 90 whowere asking many 
detalled questions about their flight, and one male attempted to enter into the OQckj?lt. It was 
unclear If this male actually succeeded In entering the cockpit. I followed Sgt. I _ l'o ~ate B· 

· 8 and-then -to the-alrnraft--holdlng zone at-1 OU28R. \''lh!le !nrouteJo.the alrcratt. !nformatloo Oem.e . 
over CMH's Police Radio that a bomb dog was requested by the aircraft's captain. A Cityo.f. \ 
Columbus Police K-9 was immediately dispatched. ----·-'·<_ 

9/11 Law 
Enforcement 

Privacy 
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Preliminary Information Indicted that Flight# 90, on November 19, 1999, was an America West 
flight, originated from Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport (PHX) enroute to Washington National Airport 
(OCA) with a stop at America West's hub at Port Columbus International Airport (CMH) for one 
hour. Flight# 90 made a schedules landed in Columbus Ohio at 1410 hours and was directed by 
air traffic control to the extreme West End of runway 10U28R. CMH PD, CMH Airport Operations, 
CMH Fire Rescue and America West ground support were dispatched to meet the aircraft on 
runway 1 OU28R. CMH Airport Operations closed Runway 1 OLl2BR at 1419 hours. Immediately 
upon placement of the portable staircase and the opening of the aircraft's door, CMH PD entered 
the aircraft and within two minutes, escorted two males off the aircraft and placed them in the 
back seat of patrol car #360. CMH Airport Operations alianged for the removal of the remaining 
passengers via two shuttle busses. All remaining passengers were bussed to the US Customs 
holding area for debriefing. 

At approximately 1445 hours, FBI. Special Agentl la.r:rived on scene. Special 
Agent! land §~Other FBI Special Agent conducted interviews·an.dlor obtained 
statements on CMH PD V-otuntary.Witness Statement Forms from the flighfor.~w and passengers. 
Agentl ltook.tl:!~)fi!ad in theiiiterviewlr:i.Q_Process. My involvement in 'tne~e interviews 
was to document the intervlewee'srespon~.~s. .. ~gentl las.Isl:!~ all the ques'lio~s during 
the interviews. All flight crewmembers and passengerswer.eve.ry·coopet;;i~ve.~11d volulitartly 
submitted to the interviews or voluntarily submitted statements. ··· · ... . ::::::·:: ::::::::::::::::,,,,:;:::;;;;;;::, 

P.04 

The following ls a brief summary from information provided by the flight crew's: · 9/11 Law 

Two males boarded flight# 90 In Phoenix, Arizona. One of the males, In a brown shirt, st.op·p~d In Enforcement 
front of the cockpit, said a few wo:ds to another.passenger, and walked towards the _c;ockpit. The Privacy 
First Flight Attendant observed this action, and intervened by stepping In front of tf:IEi cockpit door. 
She asked the passenger to find his seat. One of these passengers occupied s.eat BA while the 
other one sat in the last row. The passenger sitting In seat 6A escorted his {r-lend sitting In row 22 
to the empty seat located at SA. A while later. the passenger in the brown shirt asked the First 
Flight attendant If this flight goes directly to Washington. She said uno'·and he became very 
upset She added that there is a one-hour slop In Columbus, Ohl9. He returned to his seat. 
Approximately two hours Into the flight the passenger in the br,own shirt walked into first class 
section and continued walking towards the cockpit door. H~·ti'ied to open the door. He was very 
subtle in his actions and he did not force the door open,.The cockpit crew was unaware of this 
activity. The First Flight Attendant witnessed this actjvify, walked up to him, and told him to use 
the lavatories In the back of the aircraft. The First·Fiight Attendant called the Second Flight 
Attendant and relayed the incident about the coekpit door and the questioning about their 
destination ,Washington D.C. The Second_.Fflght Attendant called the cockpit and relayed the 
activity experienced by the First Fllght A,.ttendant. The Second Flight Attendant also suggested 
America West Operations be inforfT1ed .. The cockpit crew took Into consideration the concern by 
the Second Flight Attendant anc;I requested a bomb-sniffing dog. 

Special Agen~ !find a FBI team lntervi~wed both suspects at CMH PD Headquarters. I 
declined to participate in these interviews since my Information from Interviewing the flight crew 
suggested no breach of security nor any interference to flight crew occurred. I felt that FAA 
Security had no further Involvement in this situation. Information obtained through CMH PD 
indicated suspects were traveling to Washington D.C. for a meeting at the Saudi Arabian 
Embassy. CMH PD also stated that the suspects were students majoring In llngulstics. Suspects 
were later released and booked on an 8pm America West flight to Washington. 

Follow up Investigation revealed both suspects did not have any checked In luggage. No 
suspicious items were found in their carry-on luggage. City of Columbus K-9 did not detect any 
traces of explosives aboard the aircraft's cabin nor in the aircraft cargo hold. 
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All interviews conducted at the scene indicated that the no infiight breach occurred. The cockpit 
crew never heard anyone trying to open the cockpit door. 

4 

At 1440 hours the local America West Station faxed copies of the suspect's reservation and 
ticketing history to America Wesfs Corporate Security Director Jean Morris. Any request for ticket 
information must go through America West Corporate Security Office at (480) 693-5571 or (480) 
693-8316. 

Information provided from Captain I !.Approximately two hours into the 
flight between Phoenix, Arizona and Columbus, Ohio the cabiq crew Informed us about a concern 
they had on the behavior of two passengers. We were lnformed-·ihat one of these passengers 
tried to open the (locked) cockpit door. I was also informed that tli~se passengers were 
concerned about the "stop over at Columbus• and whether or not ttl~re will be more stops prior to 
-their arrival Into Washington D.C. I alerteaAmerica West of the situaiiQn, arid my desire to · 
determine If any checked baggage was associated with these two passengers. Their interest in 
the aircraft concern me, and I felt that we needed to Inspect and/or matct+.each bag with a 
passenger prior to further travel. The aircraft was instructed to an isolated pa.r1dng spot untll the 
aircraft had been inspected upon landing in Columbus. "· "· 

Information provided by 151 Officer! . l·Approxlmately halfway throug'h._the flight, the 
cockpit crew was alerted about two suspicious lndividualS"onJhe flight. Our main conqern was the 
seriousness that was sensed from the second flight attendant. We.were Informed that these 
individuals were very concerned that the aircraft would be stopped iii' ColL.ambus and not"sc::1lng 
non-stop to DCA. We were also informed that one of these individuals cam&-forWard from 'eQach 
and tried to open the cockpit door, not forcibly, but just to see If It can open. This inton:nation"was 
relayed to our Systems Operational Control. When we were in range to talk to CMH Opei'atto.ri.$·,._ 
Captain! Jasked--me to relay to·opsthat-ltwould be·agood·ldea to have·a·bomb-sniffm.g)' 

P.05 

dog check the airplane. · / 9/11 

1nformation provided by First Flight Attendant! 101.frlng ·th~· ~~~;~·i~~ of Flighttf9~,,in Pe: sona I 
Phoenix, I was standing in the front of the aircraft when I noticed a passenger stopped ~Uhe Privacy 
entrance to the cockpit. This passenger, wearing a brown shirt, said something to his.ff.lend next 
to him In a foreign language, and then he took a step forward towards the cockpit. !.·$tapped In 
front of him and told him to take his seat. The same man in the brown shirt came tip. to me later 
and asked "This plane goes directly to Washington D.C?" I told him "no". He b~c;a-me very upset 
and said that he was told that this plane goes directly to Washington. I told l)ifr:rthat this plane 
stops in Columbus, Ohio for about one hour. He then repeated • but it will.goto Washington, 
righf. I said •yes" and told him to take his seat. After about two hours i.otO,the flight the same 
man In the brown shirt walked into first class from coach and went dir~ctly to the cockpit door. He 
tried to open it. The door was locked. l approached him and told him· t)e could not go in there and 
he asked •why", gave me a puzzled look, and started to returned. t6.h1s seat when I told him to 
use the rest rooms in the back of the airplane. I alerted the secon_d'fligh1 attendant about the 
Incident that just happened. We then monitored their actions.·thr.oi.Jgh out the flight. 

information provided by Flight Attendant! p~. male passenger sitting in seat 6A 
asked me, during my passenger count, for his friend .. sitting In the last row, to join him in the 
empty seat which was next to him. I attempted to deiay this activity since we were ready to close 
the main cabin door. He got out of his jeat, wa-~ed back to his friend, and accompanied him to 
the empty seat In 68. Flight Attendant nformed me abo.ut the Incident with the cockpit 
door and the questioning about the CMH stop over. I informed the jump seater who I believe was 
a pilot for Evergreen, an Amerlca West employee who was a company auditor, and the Captain 
about my concerns about these passengers. 
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.· . Privacy 

During the Interview of Flight Attendant! lAge:ntf / lt~mindedi I 
twice not too include the observations and experien9es'·ot.9ther crew members with his own. Mr. 
I lreferr.ed to "FAA Profiling• and •usua,J profiling• sev~ral times. He was the flight \ 
attendant who initiated the .call to the cockpit,..aild he requested the .. captain to notify operations · 
about the Incident with the cockpitdp?r and· the questioning about thefUght. He also stated that 
he did not observe anything unusual.ei<'c':epUorJhe seat movement befori'HakeoffJ · I 
closely watched the two passengers for the remaiiilng-por.tion of the flight. He even searched the 
lavatory after one of the pas~erigers used It for anything thafmtghth!!.ve been left behf_nd. He 
stated that the passenge.rstiad oossible last names with Middle Easteilforlgln~ •. which Cal!sed 

P.06 

him "concern•. Flight.Attendant[ lproduced.a.waUe.t. ~i~e Private lnvestlgator-'·& . U<:;~nse to 

::::.t~n or"'4d:: by oassenaerl Hob••NOd ~ll~s~I i~~=~:,:: ~~=~~ "''~:~!onal 
foreign looking male who lnteritiy ask.ei::I me· stewardess• will we be in Washington on time, are 
there any de1ays?ft He was very observant and made direct eye contact with the stewardess. Privacy 
During the flight the male passenger and a companion were speaking loud in their own language 
and were jovial. 

.1.ttforroatlon provided by Gary MUNRO: I was one of the supervisors on duty Friday afternoon at 
the CMH Tracon. America West Flight# 90 called In with a situation. After receiving a brief 
summary of the incident we decided to keep the aircraft on the runway and not direct it to Its 
scheduled gate. CMH Operations closed Runway 10U28R at 1~19 hours. The runway was 
opened at 1607 hours. All air operations were transferred to 10R/28L. Even with the closed 
runway, CMH did not encounter any delayed flights. ATC tapes can be reviewed on Monday. 

Joyce B. Scott, Manager, 
Chicago Civil Aviation Security Field Office 


